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1. Taking into account the provisions in para 3.7 and 3.8, Section II „Terms and 
Definitions” in Air Code, unmaned aircraft (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems” (RPAS), 
UAV or „drones”) are considered civil aircraft, therefore they can be used only in 
compliance with the provisions of the following rules and regulations: 
a. Law no. 167/2015 amending and completing Law no. 182/2002 regarding 

protection of classified information;  
b. Decision no. 912/2010 for the approval of the procedure for the authorisation of 

flights within the national air space and of the conditions when civil aircraft can 
take off and land from/on terrains or water surfaces, other than certified airfields; 

c. Order of Transports Ministry no. 8/2014, for the establishment of unmaned 
powered civil aircraft operation conditions within national air space; 

d. RACR 47 „Registration of civil aircraft”; 
e. RACR AZAC „Admission to flight of some categories of civil aircraft”; 
f. RACR-DPA "Approval of organisations distributing aeronautical products”; 
g. Airworthiness Directive no. DN 14-02-001 „Issue of identification certificates for 

unmaned powered civil aircraft (UAV)”. 

2. In order to schedule and perform the flights using these type of aircraft within legal 
frame, is necessary to have the following valid documents: 

a. identification certificate issued by RCAA for each of the aircraft involved in these 
flight activities; 

b. national permit to fly issued by RCAA for each of the aircraft involved in these 
flight activities having the MTOW equal or above 20 kg; 

c. protocol regarding segregation of the air space where flight activities involving 
the held or owned aircraft are to be performed (the protocol shall be concluded 
between the holder/owner and ROMATSA and MApN / SMFA); 

d. MapN approval for performing the scheduled flight activities and for performing 
flights under 3000 m in Bucharest; 

e. RCAA approval for performing flights under the minimum safety height; 

f. In accordance with Law 167/2015, in case of aerophotogrametry activities, the 
owner/holder has to hold a document to allow acces to classified 
documents/informations. 

In case any further information should be needed, please visit RCAA webpage 
(http://www.caa.ro/media/docs/Ghid_RPAS.pdf) or contact us at phone no. 021 / 2081567. 

http://www.caa.ro/media/docs/Ghid_RPAS.pdf

